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Image description generation is an important area in Computer Vision and Natural Language
Processing. This paper introduces a novel architecture for an image description generation
system using keywords. The proposed architecture uses a high-level feature such as keywords
for generating captions. The important component of caption generation is the deep
Bidirectional LSTM network. The space and computational complexity of the system are
smaller than that of the CNN feature-based image description generation system. The
number of parameters is also small in the keyword-based image description generation
system. It generates novel meaningful sentences for images. The systems performance
depends on the keyword extraction system.

1 Introduction

Image description generation is an active research area for increas-
ing the performance of an image search engine. The system is also
useful for accessing image collections, helping visually impaired
people, enhancing the education system, robotics, etc.

An image is described by using objects, attributes, actions,
scenes, and spatial relationships. In this process, all the keywords
of an image are mapped to a sentence called a caption. The image
description is created from image features. The main image features
are low level and high-level features. Here the proposed system
is focused on high-level features such as keywords. The main ob-
jective of the system is to develop an image description generation
system from keywords. Keyword-based image description system is
a direct generation model which extracts keywords from the visual
content of the image and generate sentence from keywords.

To achieve the objective, different phases are developed such as

• Keyword extraction system: The objects, attributes, actions,
and scenes are extracted.

• Caption generation system: Three methods are employed for
generating captions such as template-based, CFG based, and
BLSTM based.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the
related work of the system. Section 3 explains the proposed method
of the system. Section 4 discusses the experiments and results of
the system. The paper is concluded in section 5.

2 Related works

From the literature, there are three kinds of image description gener-
ation models such as Direct generation models, Visual space model,
and Multimodal space model.

Direct generation models analyse the visual content of the image
and create a sentence reflecting the meaning of the visual content.
Examples of these models are Google’s Neural Image Caption Gen-
erator [1], BabyTalk [2], Midge [3], Karpathy’s system [4] etc. The
visual space model finds similar images of the query image from
a visual space and transfer the description to the query image. Re-
search [5]-[6] follows visual space model. The multimodal space
model discovers similar images from visual and textual modal space,
and it is treated as a retrieval problem. While, [7]-[9] systems follow
Multimodal space model.

Another classification of image description generation system
is Template based approach and Deep Neural Network based ap-
proach [10]-[13]. Deep Neural Network based Image captioning
systems are improved using visual attention mechanisms. The
first attention-based image captioning system is done by [14].
While [15]-[17] are also proposed attention-based image caption-
ing system. While [17]-[19] follows attention-based architecture.
Examples of keyword-based image captioning systems are Midge,
BabyTalk, etc. Midge and BabyTalk have less accuracy because
of incorrect object detection, invalid action classification, etc. So
a novel system for keyword-based image captioning systems is
developed using a new keyword extraction system.
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3 Proposed Method
An image is processed by Computer vision algorithms can be rep-
resented as a quadruple 〈Oi, Attri, Ai, S i〉. Where Oi is the set of
objects in the image, Attri is the set of attributes of each object,
Ai is the set of actions of the object, and S i is the set of scenes
associated with an image. Similarly, the description of the image
can be characterized as a quadruple 〈Nd, Ad jd,Vd,NS cd〉. Where
Nd is the set of nouns in the description, Ad jd is the set of adjectives
in the description, Vd is the set of verbs and NS cd is the set of nouns
associated with a scene. Image description generation is the pro-
cess of mapping image quadruple 〈Oi, Attri, Ai, S i〉 to description
quadruple 〈Nd, Ad jd,Vd,NS cd〉.

The overview of the proposed methodology is explained in fig-
ure 1. The methodology is as follows: 1) Detect Objects and scenes
in the image. 2) Recognize action in an image 3) Identify attributes
such as cardinality, shape, and color of the object.4) Generate text
corresponding to the image. The method is divided into two parts,
such as keywords generation and caption generation.

Figure 1: Proposed Architecture

3.1 Keywords Generation

3.1.1 Object detection

Darknet architecture is used for object detection. The images are
divided into 7× 7 grid cells. For each grid cell, we apply a classifier
for identifying an object. The number of layers in Darknet is 53.
Object classes are obtained in this phase. The object is considered
as the noun of the sentence. Top-k objects are selected for sentence
construction.

3.1.2 Attributes Identification

This phase identifies the color, shape, and cardinality of the object.
Attributes are identified as the adjectives of the sentence.

Color detection The color of the object is calculated from the
minimum distance between L*a*b value and the average of the in-
tensity of the image. The color with the smallest distance is treated
as the color of the object.

Shape detection The algorithm for shape detection is explained
below:

Compute the contour perimeter of the image;
Approximate the contour shape to another shape with fewer

vertices depending upon the precision using the
Douglas-Peucker algorithm;

if The approximated shape has three vertices then
it is a triangle;

else
if the shape has four vertices then

Compute the bounding box of contour and find the
aspect ratio;

if the aspect ratio is approximately equal to one then
The shape is a square;

else
otherwise, it is a rectangle;

end
else

if the shape has more than four vertices then
it is treated as a circle;

end
end

end

Cardinality Cardinality is obtained by the count of each object
in the image.

3.1.3 Action recognition

Action recognition is done in still images. Action is treated as the
verb of the sentence or caption. The architecture of action recogni-
tion is explained in figure 2.

Figure 2: Proposed Architecture of action recognition

It is done using deep convolutional neural network features and
Support Vector Machine. Residual Neural Network[20] is used for
CNN feature extraction, and classification is done using Support
Vector Machine.

3.1.4 Scene Classification

Context or scene is important for caption generation. It is obtained
using deep neural network-based learning. The scene is the place
where an image is associated. VGG architecture is used for scene
classification. Three hundred sixty-five scene categories are used
for this classification.

3.2 Caption generation

It is a process of generating sentences or captions from a set of key-
words like objects, attributes, action, and scene. We implemented
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three kinds of caption generation, such as template-based, CFG
based, and Bidirectional LSTM[21] based caption generation.

3.2.1 Template based

Keywords are extracted as a five-tuple 〈ob ject, cardinality, attribute,
action, scene〉. Captions are generated from the five-tuple. Captions
have a common form “There is cardinality attribute object action
in the scene. The object is treated as noun, cardinality, and attributes
are adjectives, the action is the verb. An example of a sentence is,
“There is two blue birds fly in the sky”. The set of words in the
meaning representation is fixed, and generation must make use of all
given content words; and, generation may insert only gluing words
(i.e., function words such as there, is, the, etc.). Advantages of this
approach is that it incorporates cardinality and actions in the image
captions. Disadvantages of this approach is that it generates similar
kinds of captions. And also still image based action recognition
generates 10 classes only.

3.2.2 CFG based

We design a CFG for the caption. CFG has the form represented in
figure 3. Using this CFG, captions are generated.

Figure 3: CFG for caption generation

3.2.3 Bidirectional LSTM based

It uses encoder-decoder architecture as Machine translation. Let
(k,C) be a keyword and caption sentence pair. Let k = k1, k2, k3...km

be a sequence of M symbols in keywords and C = C1,C2,C3....CN

be the sequence of N symbols in the target caption of the image.
The model maximizes the following objective.

θ∗ = argmaxθΣk,Clogp(C/k; θ) (1)

The encoder is simply a function of the following form

K1,K2,K3...KM = encoderBLS T M(k1, k2, k3...km) (2)

Where K1,K2,K3, ...KM is a list of hidden representation of key-
words of size M. enoderBLS T M is a bidirectional LSTM.
Using chain rule, the MAP of the sequence p(C/k) can be decom-
posed as

p(C/k) = p(C/k1, k2, k3, ...km)

= ΠN
i=1P(Ci/C0,C1,C2...Ci−1; k1, k2, k3...km)

= ΣN
i=1logP(Ci/C0,C1,C2...Ci−1; k1, k2, k3...km)

(3)

where C0 is a special “beginning of sentence” symbol. Dur-
ing inference, we calculate the probability of next symbol given

the source encoding and the decoded target caption so far as
p(Ci/C0,C1, ...Ci−1; K1,K2, ...KM).

Our decoder is organized as a combination of a fully connected
neural network(FCN) layer and a softmax layer. The FCN layer
produces the hidden representation of the next symbol to be pre-
dicted;which then goes through the softmax layer to generate a
probability distribution over candidate vocabulary symbols.

The deep neural network architecture is drawn in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Bidirectional LSTM based caption generation

4 Results

4.1 Keyword Extraction

The Table 1 shows the output of keyword extraction. The table con-
tains objects, attributes such as cardinality, shape,and color, scene,
and action of images.

The Table 2 is described the various advantages and disadvan-
tages of various phases of keyword extraction system.

4.2 Caption Generation

The deep neural network based caption generation model is ex-
perimented with LSTM[22] and Bidirectional LSTM. From the
experiment, the accuracy graphs are plotted in figures 5 and 6. The
accuracy plot explained that the accuracy of the model is more when
the bidirectional LSTM is used.

The loss of the model is plotted in figures 7 and 8.From the plots,
the loss of the model is less when Bidirectional LSTM is used.

Bidirectional LSTM is more suitable for designing the caption
generation from keywords. The table 3 describes the captions from
keywords using three methods.

The Table 4 explains the various properties of different methods
used for caption generation.

4.3 Analysis

The computational complexity of the caption generation from key-
words is small. The space complexity of this system is described
by

sk = |Keywords| × max cap len
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Table 1: Keywords Extraction results

Image Objects Attributes Scene Action

Boat, Person Boat - Color:Olive,
Shape: Rectangle
Person- Color: Yel-
low, Shape: Square

Raft, Beach,
Lake

Running

Dog Dog - Color:Silver,
Shape: Square

Sandbox,
Archaelogical
excavation,
Trench

Jumping

Person Person - Color:Teal,
Shape: Rectangle,
Cardinality: 10

Playground,
Pet shop, Toy
shop

Walking

Car,Truck Car - Color:Gray,
Shape: Rectangle,
Truck - Color:Gray,
Shape:Rectangle

Forest path,
River

-

Person, Bicy-
cle, Backpack

Person - Color:Teal,
Shape: Rectangle,
Bicycle - Color:Teal,
Shape:Rectangle,
Backpack-
Color:Green, Shape:
Rectangle

Coast, Beach,
Ocean

Riding Bike

Person, Dog,
Frisbee

Person - Color:Gray,
Shape: Rectangle,
Dog - Color:Gray,
Shape:Square,
Frisbee- Color:Olive,
Shape: Rectangle

Lawn, Yard,
Outdoor

Walking
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Table 2: The characteristics of different phases of Keywords extraction

Model Advantages Limitations

Object detec-
tion

Number of ob-
jects is 1000.

Vocabulary of
objects is lim-
ited.

Attributes
identification

Color, shape
and cardinal-
ity are identi-
fied.

Only three at-
tributes of ob-
jects are de-
tected.

Action recog-
nition

Number of ac-
tion classes is
10.

The vocabu-
lary of actions
is limited.

Scene classifi-
cation

365 scenes are
classified.

Number of
scenes is
limited.

Figure 5: Accuracy plot for LSTM Based Caption generation from keywords

Figure 6: Accuracy plot for Bidirectional LSTM Based Caption generation from
keywords

Figure 7: Loss plot for LSTM Based Caption generation from keywords

Figure 8: Loss plot for Bidirectional LSTM Based Caption generation from keywords
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Table 3: Output of caption generation from keywords using different methods.

Keywords Template based CFG based LSTM based

Person, Boat,
Lake, Run-
ning

There is a per-
son running in
a lake.

A person run-
ning in a lake.

A Person is
running in the
lake with a
boat.

Dog, Silver,
Sandbox,
Jumping

There is a sil-
ver dog jump-
ing in sand-
box.

Silver dog
jumping in
sandbox.

Silver dog is
jumping in the
sandbox.

Person, Ten,
Playground,
Walking

There is ten
persons walk-
ing in play-
ground.

Ten persons
walking in
playground.

Ten persons
are walk-
ing in the
playground.

Truck, Gray,
Forest path

There is a gray
truck in forest
path.

Gray truck in
forest path.

Gray truck
in the forest
path.

Person, Bike,
Backpack,
Green, Coast,
Riding bike

There is a per-
son riding a
bike in bike.

Person riding
a bike in a
bike.

Person is rid-
ing bike.

Table 4: The characteristics of different methods of caption generation

Method Advantages Disadvantages

Template based It incorporates cardi-
nality and actions in
the image captions.

It generates similar
kinds of captions.

CFG based It generates different
types of captions.

It generates caption
with same grammar.

BLSTM based It creates various
kinds of captions.

The vocabulary of ob-
jects, attributes, ac-
tions and scenes is
limited.

where |Keywords| is the number of keywords and max cap len
is the maximum caption length. The |Keywords| is less than the
maximum number of keywords. Here we set the maximum number
of keywords as 10.

The space complexity of the caption generation in CNN feature-
based caption generation system is given by

sc = |CNN f eature| × max cap len
where |CNN f eature| is the length of the CNN feature, and it is
2208 if the CNN used is Densenet. From the analysis, sk < sc.

If the number of network parameters of the keyword-based cap-
tion generation system is pk and the number of network parameters
of the CNN feature-based caption generation system is pc, then
pk < pc. The network of keyword-based caption generation system
is small.

The limitation of the system is that the performance of the sys-
tem depends on the keyword extraction system. Keyword extraction
is based on object detection, object identification, action recogni-
tion, and scene classification. The mean average precision (MAP)
of the action recognition system is only 66%. The vocabulary of
actions contains only ten words. The vocabulary size of objects

is 1000. The number of scenes is 365. So the total vocabulary
contains around 1.5k words. But the vocabulary size of the flickr8k
dataset is 8256. Hence the vocabulary of the keyword-based caption
generation system is small.

In the future, we will concentrate on increasing the performance
of the keyword extraction system. Thereby we can improve the
functioning of caption generation from keywords.

5 Conclusions

The paper proposed a novel system for keyword-based image
caption generation. The main components of the system are the
keyword extraction and caption generation. It produces meaningful
captions for images. The space and computational complexity
of this system are small. The limitation of the system is that the
performance of the system mainly depends on the keyword ex-
traction system. So in the future, we will focus on improving the
performance of the keyword extraction system.
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